
Star CodesTM 

 

Channeled to Kelly Hampton by Archangel Michael to use in 
conjunction with Star Healing Intergalactic EnergyTM or alone. 

Next retreat to Mt. Shasta is  

June 2019/Glastonbury 

 UK July,  

Mystical Italy to Assisi, Sept. 14th. 

www.kelly-hampton.com/636-346-7093 

 
Harmonic Self-Healing Codes for Emotional Issues 

 

 
 
 



Emotional, physical, sexual abuse 
Depression 
Alzheimer's 

Grief 
Anger/rage 

Eating Disorders including, Anorexia, Bulimia 
From Abandonment 

Anxiety 
Social phobias including  

Panic disorder, obsessive/compulsive 
Substance Abuse 

Insomnia 
Hidden learning disabilities  

Weight loss 
Motivation 

 

Healing codes 

“You may state that some individuals will benefit from healing 
codes alone and others will need a direct connection to Source, 
which you are and involve them in Star Healing 2.”—Archangel 
Michael 

What are harmonic healing codes? 
 
“For those of you who are new to harmonic codes, they are a 
powerful yet simple way for every man, woman and child to 
exercise your living breathing right to heal. Codes are a way to heal. 
It’s that simple. Harmonic codes may be numbers, they may be 
complex sacred geometric forms, they may be color, and harmonic 
codes can also be toning or sound codes. Everything is highly 
charged.  It is charged not only from the vessel that is providing the 
information to you (Kelly); it is charged from the numbers 



themselves; it is charged by the sources; it is charged by many 
different things.  For those of you who have not done any type of 
energy work, we ourselves feel it would be best to try one number 
series a day, For example, see if you feel any effects yourself. Be 
moderate. It may seem simple, or you may even be disbelieving of 
the information presented here. You may feel as though you can 
certainly do these codes multiple times—the more is better sort of 
thinking. But we are asking you not to do this.  We are asking you 
to think about, as we say, one code a day, or one code a week, or 
one code a month as it moves you.  But the point is not multiple 
codes in one day.  Is this clear?  Not that anything can harm you, 
but there are reasons behind everything that is infinite wisdom, and 
we would rather make sure that there is integration within your 
energy fields of what is being presented here.” --Archangel Michael  

 

Abuse (GENERAL): 151718Dyellow 

Abandonment Issues: y9wssilvergrey8l 

Anger release: 1237Dgreen 

Anxiety: whitepinkyellowabck78910 

Alzheimer’s: ugreen6955skyblue 

Depression, grief and sadness: 57321Ablue 

Eating disorders--anorexia: 1111redllt5 

Bulimia: 995sggt9 

Social phobias (GENERAL): 59tealqbr3 

Substance Abuse: (GENERAL): hil771vermillionredash 



Insomnia: qte597green4 

Hidden learning disabilities (GENERAL): 6silver6gold7violet7 

Weight loss: tttt7123 

Motivation: tttt1yellowyellow4 

 
Legal Disclaimer: Kelly Hampton, Healing Enterprises LLC and anyone associated with this work, including 
her certified Practitioners make no claims, promises, guarantees or warranties and are neither diagnosing nor 
treating specific health issues. You are solely responsible for continuing with your own medical treatment and 
care and are advised not to discontinue medicines. We cannot guarantee that you will experience results 
similar to the testimonials presented on any of our pages or any results at all. Results are affected by a number 
of factors over which we have no control. Each person is different, and one person's success is no guarantee 
of results. All live sessions will require a signed release of liability form with intake information. 

 

 


